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Hi guys, thanks so much for having me on Tuesday– I
wish all my classes were as awesome as you guys are!
Here are the key messages from todays talk.
If you want to do more reading, check out these
websites (I stole most of the info from there):
Understanding Science Website http://undsci.berkeley.edu
Science Or Not? Website http://scienceornot.net

WHAT IS SCIENCE?
Science is…
• Both a body of knowledge and a process
• Exciting and very useful
• Ongoing and never-ending
• A global human endeavour
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WHO DOES SCIENCE?

EVERYONE!

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
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1. Identify a question of interest
2. Formulate a hypothesis
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3. Perform an experiment
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4. Collect and analyse data

5. Draw inferences from data
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THE SCIENTIFIC PROCESS

Understanding Science Website - http://undsci.berkeley.edu

OVERCOMING BIAS
Scientists have to always keep in mind their own personal biases
and consider how these might impact their research.
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HALLMARKS OF SCIENCE
1) Science uses models to explain aspects of the real world
Scientists create models based on familiar
ideas to explain new phenomena.

HALLMARKS OF SCIENCE
2) Scientific models are falsifiable
There must be a way of testing whether the
model is false. If no falsifying evidence
emerges then a model remains a
plausible explanation.
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HALLMARKS OF SCIENCE
3) Scientific models make predictions
Models are used to produce predictions
which are then tested against
real-world data.

HALLMARKS OF SCIENCE
4) Science uses experiments and observations to
test model predictions
Controlled experiments are used
to collect data. If this isn’t
possible, observation
is used instead.
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HALLMARKS OF SCIENCE
5) Science considers alternative models
Scientists actively address alternative models to their own.
Where contradictory predictions are made, real-world data is
invaluable.

HALLMARKS OF SCIENCE
6) Established scientific models are supported by multiple
lines of evidence
For a model to be accepted by the wider scientific community, it
must have been tested from many different angles and found to
be supported.
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HALLMARKS OF SCIENCE
7) All scientific models are tentative
No model can ever be considered proven with absolute
certainty. Falsifying evidence could still be found (inductive
reasoning). But if the scientific community reaches consensus
that the model is better supported than any alternatives, we
consider it to be scientifically ‘true’.

TESTING PREDICTIONS WHEN
THEY SHOULDN’T WORK
Scientists must always consider the possibility that positive
results (i.e. predictions are supported by data) are caused by an
alternative explanation.
A good way to test this is to see if the predictions of your model
still hold up when they shouldn’t.

2, 4, 8 & 10, 20, 40
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CONCEPT MAP
Try to put together a concept map (a visual organisation of ideas
and their relationships) for some of the concepts raised today.
Suggested terms: Observations, Experiments, Data, Models,
Hypotheses, Inferences, Predictions, Evidence, Technology,
Societal Needs, Peer Review, Theory, Knowledge, Falsifiability,
Inductive Reasoning, Personal Bias.
e.g.
Models

Scientific models
are falsifiable

Falsifiability

Scientific models
make testable
predictions

Predictions
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